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Besults obtained at PEP by the HARK II, MAC and DELCO collaborations n 
the past year are reviewed. They incluij QED testa, measurements of t 
lepton properties, charm and bottom fragmentation functions, scaling 
violations, energy correlations and the total hadronle cross section. 

I. UTRODUCTIOK 

After a brief discussion of the PEP machine and 
its experiments (Sections II and III), the physics of 
high energy electron and positron collisions will be 
discussed. This interaction provides "any opportuni
ties for testing our ideas about fundamental physics. 
This is at least partially due to the fundamental 
nature of the electron or positron Itself which as 
far as we know now has no Internal structure. It is 
also due however to the simple nature of the lnter-
actlons of theae particles, Va have no evidence that 
they participate directly in strong Interactions and 
hence we can apply the very successful theory of QED 
to their interactions. The simplest final states 
where the electron and positron have annihilated to 
produce pairs of micros, electrons, or tau'a, allow 
us to test the detailed predictions of QED and look 
for the effects of the weak interactions of these 
leptons. Section TV discusses these teats of QED and 
leptonic weak Interactions. 

Energy and momentum conservation require that a 
pair of particles be produced back-to-back in the 
cencer-of-mass. States which have two leptons which 
do not balance momentum In this way can arise from 
two sources. The first source Is a correction to the 
simplest prediction of QED and results in a final 
state with two leptons and soma photons or four 
leptons. These interactions are in general suppressed 
by factors of order a the fine structure constant 
(-1/137). This suppression allows us to test for the 
second source - new particles which are produced in 
pairs but subsequently decay Into lepcons. The heavy 
lepton T was discovered this way, and its properties 
are discussed In Section V. other searches for excited 
leptons, scalar leptons, Higgs particles and other 
heavy leptons have all been negative. 

* Dork aupported by the Department of Energy, contract 
DE-ACO3-76SF00515. 

In the earliest days of the study of e + e - inter
actions, the most surprising feature was e copious 
production of stxongly Interacting particles. We now 
understand the mechanism in analogy to the QED produc
tion of pairs of leptons. He believe that these 
states arise from the production of pairs of charged 
quarks which then fragment Into observed pari' £les. 
The final state which results is net a pair s back-
to-back particles as In the case of QED, but t >air 
of back-to-back Jets. The remaining Sections -XI 
discuss these hadronlc final states and what we can 
leam about quarks from them. We now have a candidate 
theory QCP or quantum chromodynaaics which appears to 
describe many of the features of theae states. Un
fortunately, there are reasons why detailed predic
tions in this theory are much more difficult to obtain 
than in QED. nevertheless, we have begun to study the 
higher order processes in QC9 by looking at final 
states where the Jets are not back-co-back or where 
there appear to be more than two Jets. 

Finally in Section XII we summarize the results 
which have been obtained so far and Indicate the areas 
where future work will concentrate* 

II. THE PEP MACHINE 

PEP is an electron and positron storage ring 
constructed jointly by the Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center and the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Con
struction began in June 1977 and WBB completed in 
April of 1980. First beam was stored on April 16 and 
machine studies began. Efforts since that time have 
concentrated on operating the storage ring at 16.5 CeV, 
an energy where the SLAC llnac could Inject both posi-a 
trons and electrons directly into the ring. 

The ring itself is designed to operate in the J. 
to XI Gel energy range for a single beam. The layout 
on the SLAC site is Indicated schematically, in Fig. 1. * 
Electrons are Injected directly into the ring as are an 
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Fig. 1. Layout of the PEP ring on the S U K site. 

positrons produced in a target 1/3 of the way down 
the linear accelerator. This Beans that the storage 
ring can operate over moat of Its energy range without 
having to ranp the energy of the stored beans from 
Injection energy to final energy. The ring has a 
circumference of 1.2 lea, six Interaction regions 
for experimentation and n u with three counter 
rotating bunches in each bean. Between each 
interaction region is a syenetry section where the 
beams do not collide, hence the six Interaction 
regions are called regions 2, *. t , 8, 10, and 12. 

The oerlod between April 1980 and January 19BI 
•*as devoted to machine ̂ physics although some lumino
sity was recorded by the experimenters. During the 
period of January to June 1981 the ring began serious 
operation for physics and produced 16,000 nb~' of 
integrated luminosity all at 29 GeV In the center-of-
maes system. 

The luminosity IP is the parameter of the machine 
which determines how many events an experimenter ulll 
see since the event rate R end the cross-section for 
any process axe rslated by 

11 - S?o , 

For exaople, the union pair cross sections at 29 GeV 
is 1G~ 1 nb and an Integrated luminosity of 16,000 nb"' 
will result In of order 1600 events tines the detec
tion efficiency of the experiment. 

During the summer of 1981, the Ql quadrupoles 
(the closest to the Interaction region) were moved 
from their old positions at II meters from the inter
action point to 7.4 meters Jr. order to reduce the 
betatron function of the machine there. The beam size 
is proportional to the square root of ths betatron 
function and the luminosity is inversely proportional 
to the beam area. Hence reducing the betatron function 

should increase the luminosity. The Initial movement 
of the 0,1's however produced a large value of the 
betatron function in the region of the RF cavities 
and this had to be corrected by moving the cavities 
in the Christmas shutdown. 

Physics running began again In February 1982 and 
the machine produced an additions! 30,000 nb~l during 
that tlaa. Average luminosity during this period was 
230 no" 1 per day and peak luminosities of over 1 0 3 1 

car 2 s e e - 1 were achieved. Experience with the FEIRA 
and CESR storage rings Indicates that the performance 
of the machine can be further Improved by also moving 
the second quadrupole Q2 closer to the interaction 
region. This work was completed during the summer 
1982 shutdown together with the Installation of addi
tional klystron power supplies, and vertical correc
tion magnets near the interaction regions. 

III. THE EXTERtHBRS 

The six Interaction regions at PEP are occupied 
et present by the experiments shown In Table I. The 
TFC (tine projection chamber) detector was installed 
In IR-2 in January 1982 and used the spring cycle 
mainly for checkout of the experiment. The TPC detec
tor and the PEP-9 two gasma experiment have imple
mented a two-way data link so that information from 
the central detector can be available on events where 
electrons are observed In the forward detector. The 
TPC and two gamma detectors are shown together In 
Fig. 2. Interaction reg'.an 4 contains the KAC detec
tor shown in Fig. 3. The MAC detector covers the region 
|cosS| < 0.95 with electromagnetic and hadronlc calorl-
aetry. This large acceptance la Important In increas
ing the efficiency of ths device for event detection, 
and is being used In the measurement of the total 

Table 1. Current PEP Experiments 

Interaction *_„„«_.„. Region Experiment Purpose 

2 FEP-4, PEP-9 TPC and Two Photon 
Facility 

4 PZP-6 MMS-CalarlBetrlc 
fletcctor 

6 PEP-12 HRS - High Resolution 
Spectrometer 

8 PEP-20 DELC0 - Cerenkov 
Detector 

10 PEP-2 Search for Highly 
Ionizing Particles 

12 FBP-S MASK II - General 
Purpose Detector 
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cross-section to study the effect of model dependent 
corrections to the cross-section for finite apparatus 
solid angle. The experiment collected an additional 
26,000 oh' 1 of data In the spring cycle to be added 
to a previous sample of ? l000 nb~ « 

The next interaction region contains the HRS or 
high resolution spectrometer (Fig. A). This device 
1B based on the 2 neter dl«meter superconducting 
magnet of the Argentic 12 foot bubble chamber which 
provides a large volume magnetic field of 1.6 Telsa. 
Inside the msgnet Is an inner drift chamber of radius 
1.1 meters which has achieved a resolution of I JO 
microns. During the summer snaths • system of ultra
violet phocoionizing Cerenkov counters is being in-
stalled. These together tilth the electromagnetic 
calorimeters are inside the magnetic field volume. 
With the completion of the high pressuxa Cerenkov 
system, this exper Iment vlll have unique capabilities 
In high momentum particle separation. 
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Fig. 4. BUS detector. 

Region g contalna the DELCO detector (Fig. 5) 
Which collected 23,000 n b - 1 of data. Their event 
sample contains about 8,000 hadronlc events. The 
chief feature of this experiment is the Cerenkov 
device which is used to tag low energy electrons as 
veil as high momentum kaens and protons. The mean 
number of photoelectroo* In the Cereukov la 18 which 
la lEDOi'tant for reliable Identification of particles 
above threshold. During the auamer of 1982 a new 
vacuum chamber vlth a wide bore and thin center sec
tion will be Installed to reduce beam backgrounds to 
the low energy electron sample. This sample is im
portant for the study of heavy charmed or bottom meson 
production via their seml-leptonlc decays. 

Region 10 contains an array of LEXAR and CR-39 
plastic detectors which are being used to search far 
monopoles or other highly Ionizing particles. Initial 
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Fig. 5. DELC0 detector, 
results from this experiment1 placed a 90X confidence 
level limit on their production at 2.5 »10~ 3 nb based 
on 8.4 x 10 3 n b - 1 of data. During the spring cycle, 
an additional 30.8 « 10 J nb* 1 of data were collected 
and these ere currently being scanned for events. 

Finally, region 12 concains the MARX II detector 
(Fig. 8) which was constructed end debugged at SPEAR 
and moved to PEP as soon as the machine was finished. 
The detector collected 15,000 nb* 1 of data before the 
spring cycle. Due to a short In the magnet coll, 
however, six seeks of data were lost In the spring 
cycle. The magnet has been repaired and Is now 
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Fig. «• HARK II detector. 
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running at half field. The momentum resolution of 
the HARK II Is approximately the sane *a la previous 
data at full field doe to the use of a new vertex 
detector In the trash fit*. The total data sample 
consist* of 38x10 3 no"* which corresponds to -15,000 
hadronlc events. The collaboration Is concent rating 
en the analysis of hadronlc final states and the use 
of the vertex detector capabilities for lifetime 
snasuremcuts and heavy meson tagging. 

iv . QvwRnt ftuciihwnuiiics 
The simplest final state* which are observed at 

electron-positron storage ring* are the annihilation 
of the Initial particle* into a pair of Uptons or a 
pair of photons. Each of these cross-sections can be 
calculated using quantua electrodynamics. This theory 
enbodles Maxwell's equations In s quantum framework. 
Low energy teats have found that the theory Is very 
successful In predicting th* features of atonic 
spectra, fine splittings, properties of mu-mesonlc 
atoms, and magnetic moment* of electrons and nuons. 
These tests hovavsr do net probe another significant 
assumption In the thtory which is that Uptons have 
no Internal structure. This Is best done at high 
energy where the basic 1/s behavior of point corss-
sections would be modified by the appearance of font 
factors. Ho test so far has given any Indication that 
th* theory la Incorrect and In fact, to test for the 
effect of Including weak Interaction effects which 
are comparable to higher order QED processes at 
currently available energies, we aust assume that It 
la correct. 

The reactions which are available for these 
casta arc 

e e 

V " * NP>rfT 

Fig. 7. QED diagrams for e *"->YY. 

do 
da dfi \ 2«*(l + coe 2v)/ 

""»* ddqgg/dB - <o2/o)(H-cosZ9/8ln2B). In the first 
case, A,, ean be Interpreted as a limit en th* contri
bution of a heavy electron with mass m_» and charge 
e* in which esse Jl+ - m_«/e/e*. The parameter A. has 
no similar interpretation. The second form results 
from an atteapt to modify the electron propagator. 
The Ward Identity, a consequence of gauge lnvarlance 
and charge conservation, requires In QED that a modi
fication to the electron propagator be accompanied by 
a modification to the vertex function. The general 
constraints for such modifications have been analyzed 
by Xroll.* A physical model for such a modification 
would require substructure for the electron (non-
poiutllke vertex function) produced for example by a 
neutral object which couples to the electron. 

The experimental angular distribution of v pair 
events from the HARK II detector with 14.4 pb" 1 is 
shovn In Tig. 8. The curve is the expsctsd distribution 
from QEB to order a3 as calculated by the Berende-
Kleiss Monte Carlo.1* Figure 9 shows the data from 
the MAC detector normalized to the QEO cross-section. 
The integrated luminosity is 14 pb' 1. Th* A param
eters determined from these data together with similar 
results from PETBA experiments* are shown In Table 2. 

e*e" • |i*ii" 
e*e~ + t*r~ . 

The lowest order diagrams for the process e +e" •» YY 
are shown In Fig. 7. This process Is unique among 
the two body QEB final states la that It Is not modi
fied to lowest order by contribution* from the weak 
Interaction.? The modification* to lowest order <JH> 
Involve either the lnelualon of a new heavy electron 
which couples to STY or a modification of the electron 
propagator and vertex function. They are parametertaed 
by two forms; 

do n_. / .2 do 
dO ("^tf) Fig. 8. HARK n e +e-»YY data with 

QED to order a'. 



where 
E • 

Fie. 9. M»C •Ta'+YT normalized to o„| 

Table 2. QED A Farametere for e+e**»Y 

Excited Electron Modified Propagator 

*+ A. *+ A-
MAC ss 33 50 51 
MARK II 49 3» 46 40 
CEUO A3 48 
JADE 47 44 
KARK-J SI 49 SI 41 
PLVIO «6 46 36 
TASSO 34 42 

These results Indicate that we can eliminate heavy 
leptoas and neutral objects with standard coupling 
strength e up to a mean of ~50 CeV. 

The analysis of QED tests in the ease of elec
tron, muon and tau pair final states Is conpllcated 
by the modifications due to nevtral weak currents* 
In addition to the normal QED diagrams, diagrams oust 
be Included where the photon has been replaced by the 
neutral weak boson 2° ss shown In Fig. 10. The weak 
contributions to the u pair and e pair cross sections 
have been calculated by R. Budny6 Including the 
effects of polarization. For the v pairs, the cross 
section is of the font 

do 
dco8B 

2 
jjp [ » + B) coaZ6 + a cose] 

'Xv< ».Kit 

Fig. 10. Week cod electromagnetic 
diagrams for lepton pair production. 

"S-(£H<M>A'($" 

4.49 «10 ̂ OeV 2 

The B ten modifies the total cross section while the 
A ten results in a forward-backward asymmetry. Note 
however that the B ten is quite small because the 
measured value of ein2*^ Is close to 0.2S at which 
value By>0. Current measurements7 of g A are con
sistent with the value of 0.5 expected from the stand
ard weak Isospln assignments of Weinberg and Salam. 
With these values, the weak effects change the total 
cross section by ~0.1X an amount which is small com
pared to systematic errors, but give an asymmetry of 
order 6-tt at FEF, The esyntietry Is negative below 
the Z pole. The weak corrections affect the e +e" and 
u +u~ final states dlffersntly. Values of gy consist
ent with neutrino Interactions can change the total 
cross section and form of the angular distribution for 
electron pairs at the several percent level. In
creasing gj increases the Bhahha crass section while 
decreasing the nuon cross section slightly. Thus the 
greatest Sensitivity to g„ comes from the ratio of the 
normalizations of the Bbsbha end muon pair cross sec-
tlons while the value of gt is determined primarily 
from the aura asymmetry. 

To be sensitivs to effects in the cross sections 
at the few percent level. It is Important to treat the 
higher writer corrections of QED Itself. Sadlatlve 
effects for example In the t> pair case cause a forward 
backward asymmetry due to the Interference of the one 
photon (c--l) and two photon (c-+l) Intermediate 
states. The size of this asymmetry depends ox. the 
momentum end acoplsnarlcy cuts used In Che analysis. 
Both the MAC and the MARK II groups use the Berende-
Klelss Monte Carlo to calculate the expected experi
mental distributions to order a 3. 

The data on the Bhabha cross section from the MAC 
group la shown In Fig, 11 based on a sample of 25 pi" 1 

st /s - 29 GeV. The analysis of the HARK II group is 
based ez. a sample of 14 pb~* and Is shown in Fig. 12. 
The MAC group fits for the single parameter sio z0 H and 
finds , 

s l n \ - 0.24to, 10 
and at the 951 confidence level 

0.05 i sin J6 B s 0.44 . 
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Table 3. MASK II and MAC f i t s to e.+e" + u+u" 

(ohael larved) Oteinberg-Salan) 

o.s 

: II -5.213.2 1 
MAC -4.4*2.4 Z 

- *.5 X 
- 6.3 I 

0.3210.18±0.02 
0.18*0.10 

Fig. 12. HARK II e V + eteT with a 3 

OJEP prediction. 

The HAtt II group has i : a Joint fit to the e 
u pairs to simultaneously determine g? and g* and 
finds 

gj - 0.24*0.16 
g2. - 0.05*0.10 . 

The data for the anon pair angular distribution* 
from the MASK II and MAC groups are shorn In rigs. 13 
and 14, The observed asytnetrles vlthltt the solid 
angle, the expected value from Heinberg-Salam and the 
fits for gf gj ar* shown In Table 3. A new measure-
Bent of the union pair asymntry at low energies where 

the weatc effects are expected to be snail has been 
made with the data taken by the MASK II eollaboratlen 
at SPEAR. The data la shwon in Fig. 15. The results 
of fits to the angular distribution are shown in 
Table 4 together with earlier results from the HARK I 
collaboration.. * A coopilatlon of aaasurements showing 
the variation of tbe asyanetry with center-of-mass 
energy Is shown In Fig. 16 together with the expected 
behavior In the Weinberg-Salam nodal (g? "0.25) for 
a z° ansa of sg»« and a ^ ' M GeV. Systematic errors 
of order 1Z are still comparable to the expected 
difference between Efeinberg-Salaa {nu ~ 90 GeV} and 
pure weak interactions (BJ — »). 

4$ 
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Pig. 13. MASK II a+eT+liV with a 3 

QEC prediction. 
r ig . IS, HAM II e + o - + u V at 
<E e < B l > 1 '"5.847 compared to l + c o s z B . 



Table 4 . HARK I I a n d WOK I e + e r » | f V " at low energy 

c m . Aj, (observed) £•£ 
MARK I I 

MARK I 

5,847 
6.8 

1 . 2 1 0 . 7 % 

- 0 . 3 ± 1 . 0 I 

- 1.6 ± 0 . 9 

— I 1 1 
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Fig. 16. AVV vs s from SPEAK, PEP and FETRA. 
The tsu pair cross section has been measured by 

the MAC and MARK II groups using ue final states. The 
'ate and QED predictions are shewn In Figs. 17 and 18. 
The asynroetry measured by the MAC collaboration for 
this reaction Is 

A „ - -0.013 ±0.029 (-0.063 expected) 
vhlch yields 

S l 8A " 0' 0 S t 0' 1 1 • 
The Mijx. II fit gives 

A „ 0.032 ±0.050 (-5.0 expected) TT 
and 

8^ gj - 0.16 ±0.26 

0.19 ±0.29 

distribution. 

The nornallzatlon of the HARK 11 data has been used 
to place a limit on possible composlteneas of Che T 
lepton. The measured value 

o 
— — - 0.97 ±0.05 ±0.05 °QED 

yields cutoff parameters for the t of 

A + - 134 GeV 
A_ - 103 GeV 

equivalent to testing the structure of the T to a 
distance of order 2 x10 en. The measurements from 
the HARK II and PETRA are shown In Fig. 19. 

In conclusion, all tests Indicate that the pro
duction of photon pairs and lepton pairs is veil des
cribed by the combination of QED and the simplest 
version of the unified weak and electromagnetic 
theories (o^-V, g^-0). Teats indicate that the 
heavier T lepton Is as pointlike as the muon and that 
e, u. T universality describes the couplings of these 
leptons. 
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V. PROPERTIES OF THE T LEPTOH 

The energy range of Hie PEP machine is well 
suited to the study of the final states Which result 
froa the weak decays of this heavy lsptoa. At loner 
energies, the Identification of t +r~ events la diffi
cult because the avltlpllcltles and sphericities or 
angular distributions of the decay products are stellar 
to hadronlc final states. If the energy of the produced 
pairs Is too high, the final state products are highly 
colligated sad difficult to unfold. One of the nost 
interesting questions VMch remain about the T lepton 
la that the sua of both the aeasured and calculated 
decay nodes Is only 76t.* One prong nodes which have 
been aeasured Include e w , uvv, vv, pv, K v, v~ 2»°v, 
« 3n°v, and a 4»°v« Three prong nodes seen are 3n~u, 
3»±i°v, and 3»* 2»°. The IMC and HARK II detectors 
have both placed limits on the possible contribution 
of S prong nodes and measured the one and three prong 
branching ratios, the results are shown In Table 5. 

Table S. Branching Ratios for the T 

MAC HARK II 

Background 
470 

6417 
0 .86*0.0410.01 

0.153 ±0.007 ±0.01 
< 0.007 

705 

SB 

O.B6± 0.015 ±0.01 
0.1410.02 
< 0,005 

Olvta the snail Units placed on possible five 
prong nodes, the aisslng nodes nust be one prong 
nodes possibly 1 charged + 5»°, etc. An alternative 
explanation la that since all the neesureaents are 
normalised to the Isotonic decay nodes, that there Is 
a snail fractional error In this netiBurement. The 
three prong nodes measured at PEP are higher than 
previous measurements at loner energy aaclilnps such 
as SPEAK and DORIS (0.68 ±0.10} but are In good agree-
aent with the results of the TASSO and CELLO detectora 
at PETRA (0.76 ±0.06 and 0.8410.02). 

The DELC0 detector has used their Cerenkov detec
tor to aaasure the ratio of * and K nesone In the 
T +1 prong data seaple. For particles with momenta 
greater than 4 GeV> the mean lumber of photoelectrons 
froa plons Is approximately 25. Xaon candidates are 
those prongs with fewer than three photoelectrons. 
The resulting staple ° f 13 events with an estimated 
background of two events detemlnes the Cabblbo angle 
Is T decay yielding 

tea 2e e - 0.08 ± 0.0310.04 . 

Finally, since the first aeeaurenent o.' the 
lifetime n£ the T lepton by the MARK II collabora
tion-" last summer, a nuaber of new Bessttrenents have 
becone available. The MARK 11 group has Installed a 
new vertex chamber*1 which reducee the mean vertex 
error In a x event froa 4 am to 0.9 aa (see Fig. 20). 
At a bean energy of 14.S GeV, the bean In the PEP 
aachlne has a vertical size o u of ~50M and a horizon
tal size Q „ ~ 500u. The mean decay length of a t at 
these energies would be about 600u baaed on T, u 
universality so that measurement errors ere now cos-
parable to the tan flight path. 

The lifetime of the i lepton Is a direct test of 
the universality of the t couplings to the weak cur
rents. If the T couplings are the sane as those of 
the anon, then the lifetime la given by 

5 
(2.8±0.2)«10" 1 3 sec 

°T %«• 
where the error cooes Iron the uncertainty in the 
branching ratio Be for T co decay to evv (Be • 
17.0 ± 1.1X), 

The T leptons used for thla study are producad 
by the reaction + _ 4 • 

e e * * T . 
The flight path in these events la measured from the 
difference of the known bean position and the recon
structed vertex of three prong decays. The distribu
tion of measured decay lengths i s shown In Fig. 2! 

S 12 IS 2 0 24 
VERTExemOR (ma 
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0» 

J n, 
Mn n 

0 1 2 3 
».R DECAY LENGTH ERROR VMI] M I N U 

Fig. 20. Vertex error distribution 
for B&8K n T events for (a) summer 
Bl dsta and (W suaasr 82 data. 
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Fig. 21. HAKK II distribution of decay 
lengths toe T events. 

and 1B expected to be the convolution of the resolu
tion with an exponential decay distribution. The 
fitted decay length for toe distribution Is 

t - 710±M0ii 
which oust be corrected for a 101 haotonlc contamina
tion {41 - 50u) and radiative offsets which change the 
•Man center-of-ness energy froa 24 GeV to 27.5 OeV. 
The resulting value for the T lifetime Is 

T T" - (3.31 ± 0.S7 x 0.60) * to-13 aec . 

A similar measurement has been made by the MAC group 
and the decay path distribution of events and weighted 
events is shorn In Fig. 22. The result of a fit for 
the T lifetime is 

t T - (4.1il.Ixl.2)«I0~ 1 3 sec . 
Figure 23 shows i compilation of results quoted in the 
paat year from PEP and PBTKA detectors on the T life
time. The world average from these aeasurements la 
3.510.6 which Is consistent with the x-u universality 
prediction. 

-JO -20 HO 0 10 20 30 
m DECAY PaTH M <m-

51g. 22. MAC detector decay path 
distribution for (a) r events and 
Cb> weighted T events. 

8,-MKII Y 

MAC 

0 I 2 1 - 5 5 6 7 6 9 
. . . | I 0 H 1 ) SM M 

Fig. 23. Compilation of results on the T llfetroe. 

71. INCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTIONS ADD SCALING VIOLATIONS 
Zn simple quark parton models at high energies, 

quark fragmentation function! depend only on the 
initial quark flavor and the dimenslonless ratio x 
of the fragment's energy to that of the Initial quark.. 
This scaling of the fragmentation functions, i.e., 
dependence only on 

mesne that the inclusive distribution of portlcle 
energies 

BoWdx 
will bn independent of centar-of-mass energy <̂ a. 

The HARK II detector using data collected both 
at the SPEAR storage rl ̂  and the PEP storage ring was 
able to dgnonetrate a clear violation of this scaling 
hypothesis.12 Figure 24 shows that the violations are 

K¥> j - i — r » 1 • 1 ' T ~ i ~ 

i MASKS 
M O5.40tV 

.• 0 6.5 
m • 29.0 

Ml* 

O "̂  . 
tr- s i 

5 
J I0» _ •s> 

Sft. 
418 •% 

• ! * 
* • « 

I0» * 9 ; 

T 

101 
, , 1 . p , > . 

0.2 OA 0.6 
** •'•'fasax 

0.B \0 

Fig. 24. Comparison of low and 
high energy inclusive cross sec
tions showing scaling violation. 
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wel! outside Cbe 10* relative errors. Several effects 
can contribute to acale violations. Models with gluoa 
production (QCD) for example have a coupling constant 
Which contains a parameter A which seta the scale of 
the logarithmic variation with Q*. The seals A will 
thua lead to scale violation. C'.uon emission lead! 
to a depletion of Che energy available to high x 
hadrone thus softening the spectrun In qualitative 
agreement with the behavior seen la Pig. 24. Other 
effects can also contribute to scale violation. The 
eross-aection at low it for example cannot be expacteo 
to scale because of oaaa effects. These effects for 
a given mass should parslat up to on x value of 

x ~ ZH/VS . 

This X value could be as high as 0.25 for example If 
we use the charm quark mass and /S •» 6 GeV. Thua the 
scale violation at x < 0.2 1 B probably strictly a 
aass affect. At high x however, these mass effects 
should be small and there the observed cross section 
change* by almost a factor of 2 in going from low to 
high energies. 

The HARK II dlatrlbutions are In good agreement 
wftb the Aica from the TASSO detector. 1 3 Figure 25 
shows the »ta Si on these two detectors aa a function 
of s for each at bin. The QCD expectation Is a 
straight line whosa slope determines the A parameter. 
The data have been studied by Peterson et a l . 1 4 who 
have shown ttvt with a reasonable choice of the charm 
£ragaentatlon function and using the Altarelli-Parlsl 
evolution equationa' 5 the data determine a A parameter 
of 200 MeV. They have also shown however that ncm-
perturbative models such as the string nodel of the 

I0*p 

10' r 

US 

•0° 
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- i n I T I m r - ' 4 i m » | : 

• UARKH o TASSO 

- • • o O »0> . 

^ : u o »o> l 

» . o 
0.2 • i - 0 . 5 : 

. ° • • . • * • o 
O 3 o < 0 u « . 

o i « 

? • * O j t < i < a s . 

: o o , « , : 

. a s < » < 0 . 7 ; 

• 

r i r 1 LJ-M. 'Ul ._ 
10' ID2 »» 

LEND group also fit the data when the charm quart is 
Included. Figure 26 shows the ratio of high and low 
energy data as determined by the HARK II and TASSO 
groiipa compared to perturbative and nonparturbotive 
predictions. Tola study of the evolution of toe 
structure functions requires Information about the 
charmed and bottom quark fragmentation functions as 
input and is hence subject to a great deal of uncer
tainty. It la clear from the curves th-t the inclu
sive cross aectior ••. quite sensitive to the details 
of the dynamical t *el and hence an independent deter
mination of the heavy aeaon structure functions would 
.tllow us to discriminate between these modelB. 

1.00 

0.7S 

aso 

cu» 

T MARK D 
l 290«V/6.5G«V 

1 . | - . • l s 
pi TASSO 
IMGCVfJSCiWMfct' 

. i . i 

- - i « 
— 2nd 0>3 QCD 

i . I 
0.8 0 0.8 

Tig. 25. Inclusive cross section 
In bins of x for the HARK II and 
TASSO detectors. 

fig. 26. Ratio of high and low 
energy data from the MASK II and 
TASSO groups compared to perturba
tive and nonpertwbatlve predictions. 

VII. CHAWC FSAGMEHTATION HiMCTtON 

The MASK II group recently presented a new method 
of tagging eventB with charmed mesons in the final 
state. 1 6 Ho evidence for a D meson can be seen In the 
invariant mass distribution far two particles with 
assumed it and K masses* However by using the decay 
sequences 

and 

the additional kinematic constraint of the mass dif
ference between the B* and the 0 allows the identifi
cation of a D* sample. 

Figure 27(a) shows the B°ir, D° meee difference for 
the HARK II data from 31 pb~ J at 29 6e7. Clear evid
ence for the D Is seen when the momentum f action of 
the D (i • 2E D«y> /s) la above 0.A, while therr appears 
to be little below that value. The data were w e d to 
determine the charmed fragmentation function which is 
found to peak at a value of about 0.5 (see Fin. 27(b)). 

The DELCO group haa used the same technique to 
search for a D* signal. The resolution expected for 
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Fig. 27. (a) &**-»• ansa dif
ference for two values of the 
0* momentum fraction, arid (b) 
chan> fragmentation function 
determined froai the HAHK II D* 
data. 

this detector on tha D*D mass difference Is 2.6 WeV 
to be compared to 1 HaV for the HARK II. However, 
the Cerenfcov detectors la 1>ELC0 can ha used to aelect 
events where the * and X ace Identified and this 
reduces the background""In the D* region. Tha charm 
fragmentation function based on approximately 20 D* 
events Is shown In Fig. 28. 

IE 
to ~] All I . 

110 160 ISO ZOO 
D*v-0* MASS DIFFERENCE (M«V>C*) 

Fig. 28. Cham fragmentation 
function determined froa the 
DELCO 0* data. 

The theoretical expectations for heavy quark 
fragmentation functions have bean examined by Brodaky 
and Peterson1' who have shorn that If the transition 

Q * «8>+q 
(where Q is e heavy quark and (Qq3 Is a heavy meson) la 
dominated by felneBatlca. than the fragmentation func
tion vlll have the form 

\2 
Vs>~l/ s(,-i-£) 2 

where 
srf 

is » single parameter which determines the shape and 
«g 1* the mass of the heavy meson. The parameter i g 

should be detcmlned by the mesa of the light quark 
and tha dynamics of light quark pair production in 
tha fragmentation. 

The data froa D* production are well represented 
vhan the parameter e H equals 0.25. Thus the parameter 
e„ la approximately (rj^/2) 2. The peaking of the 
fragmentation function at large values cf i, i.-»r 

<m> « 0.5 means that the momentum spectral of parti
cles from D and D* decay will contribute at high valuas 
of a hence t .tiding to dilute tha effect of gluon radia
tion dlacuased before which softens the momentum spec
trum. K mesons from D decay will also have higher msan 
moment am values and hence be more difficult to detect, 
using conventional time of flight techniques. 

The value of ti.a D* production croaa section is 
also Interesting. The measured value from the MARK II 
group is 

tr(D** + D*-) » 0.2510.13 nb . 
This la to be compared to tha point cross sections 
for charm and bottom quark production at 29 Gov which 

o(c+c) 
o(b + S) 

0.27 nb 
0.07 oh 

The D production accounts for a major part of the 
total charm production cross aactlon. 

The HARK II group has used the same sample of D* 
events and the vertex capabilities discussed previously 
in tha I lifetime section to determine the lifetime of 
the 0° meson. By requiring that the momentum Fraction 
of the D* be greater than 0,$, there remain 7 events 
with no background. The measured lifetimes of the 
sevan events are shown in Fig. 29. The resulting 
lifetime for the D° is 

'no (3.7^;|)»io' '13 . 
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VIII. ELECTRONS IN HURON EVENTS 
Scaling vlolatlonc have shewn that an under

standing of the effect* of heavy mesons is important, 
•ad the study of B* production has Indicated that the 
fragmentation function for heavy quarks 1* peaked at 
high z. Both of these studies require an investiga
tion of samples of events which contain heavy c ot b 
quarks as opposed to light 11,4,1 quarks. The separa
tion of events into classes depending on the type of 
Initial quark la called flavor tagging and It can 
provide us with significant information about the 
production of hadronlc final states. 

It is to be expected that leptone iron the decay 
of heavy objects such as a dunned or bottom neson 
can nave a p of up to l%/2 where Mg is the mason 
mass. Since half the meson mass for charmed or bottom 
masons Is large coapared to the nean transverse momea-
tun of particles relative to a hadronlc Jet, particles 
with large transverse aonenta sill tend to be decay 
products of heavy masons. A similar argument can be 
applied to the particles with large frsctlonj of the 
total longitudinal momentum. If the argument of the 
proceeding section Is correct, then the nean value of 
x for heavy nesoos will be large. This will tend to 
increase the longitudinal momentum of their decay 
products. 

In a preliminary study of leptons in hadronlc 
events, the HARK II group has used electrons tc search 
for evidence of the seni-leptonic decay of heavy mesons* 
The usual analysis procedure for locating leptons Is 
to follow a charged track into the liquid argon shower 
counters and to try to match the position of the track 
there to the position of reconstruetett showers. Since 
there can be confusion In the core of dense jets in 
such an approach, Che new analysis does not try to use 
reconstructed showers. Instead, the energy deposited 
on atrlps in the liquid argon nodules along the dlrec-
tion of the charged track Is accumulated for the first: 
eight radiation lengths. Candidate electrons are 

those with an energy deposit greater than SOX of their 
momentum. Charged tracks are required to have at least 
1 CeV of momentum. This algorithm does not eliminate 
Interacting pious er i° overlaps with charged tracks, 
hut It* efficiency for electrons la high and roughly 
lndepende.it of confusion doe to nearby tracks. In 9 
total sample of 39 pb" , 10691 ludronlc events yield 
1013 candidate tracks. Of these, 80 are identified as 
e+e~-»TY or other QED processes, 120 are -t conversions, 
and 425 axe siaidentifled hadrons. The result la a 
sample of 388+95 events. 

The data are divided Into bins of p and p A . and 
the distribution of candidates is fit to the expected 
distribution assuming as parameters the branching 
ratioa Br(b-»e>, Br(c-»e) and the shape parameter e b 

which determines the B meson fragmentation function. 
The shape of the charm fragmentation function is fixed 
using ( c « 0.2$ as determined by the D* studies. The 
result* are 

Br<c*s") - 0.07 i 0.02 ±0.02 
Brft+e") - 0.11 £0.03 ±0.02 

0.04 + 0.0J5 
- 0.023 

the result for the Isotonic decay branching ratio tor 
the B mason is in good agreement with recent results 
from the COSB (Br-0.13110.025 10.03) and CLEO 
(Br-0.136 ±0.02110.017) groups at CESB. l a For the 
shape of the bottom fragmentation function. Fig. 30(a) 
shove the shape represented by the value of e -0.25 
determined for charm and Fig. 30(b) shows the range 
of shapes allowed by the fit to the bottom fragmenta
tion function. The trend toward higher mean values 
of c for the heavier mesons is supported by the data* 
In fact! the simple argument given in the pteceeding 
section that the parameter c is related to the mass 
of the heavy meson by 

«• eA 
predicts that 

St. ft 
«e 4 

in rough agreement with the measured value 0.QV0.25. 

IX. INCLUSIVE MOON FLAVOR TAGGI86 
The Mac group has also bean using inclusive lep

tons to study flavor tagging. The external moon system 
Is used to Identify hadronic events which contain a 
union with momentum greater Chan 2 GcV/c. Events with 
muons which Uava large transverse momenta relative to 

http://lndepende.it


20 -*6*ce>ir/K decoy 

Fig. 30. (a) Cham fragmentation 
function c-O.ZS; and (b) bottom 
fragmentation function for (be fit 
value e * 0*04 and one eigne errors* 

the Jet axis Bhould come from the decay of heavy 
mesons. The B U B of the Jet opposite the detected 
nuon Is defined as 

H T 
J.* v i-v 

where E^ la the beam energy and Tj, la the thrust of 
the jet. Figure 31(a) and (b) show the the distribu
tion of Jet mass for events with ouon p lean than 
and greater than 1 GeV respectively. The contribution 
from B decays Is enhanced by a factor of four In the 
second sample. The curve Is a Monte Carlo calculation 
which uses the leptonlc branching ratio for B mesons 
measured by the CLEO group.' By using the separation 
of the vertices of the two jet* in the b enhanced 
sample, the MAC group has detsmined a 95% confidence 
level upper limit for the B lifetime of 

T b < 3.7 « 10 •12 

Fig. 31. MAC jet mass distribution 
for muen transverse Bomentum (a) less 
than and (by greater than 1 GeV/c. 

X. ENERGY-ENERGY CORRELATIONS 

Tests ef QCI) have often relied heavily on Monte 
Carlo calculations to parameterize the fragmentation 
of quirks, effects of heavy meson decays, perturbatlve 
gluon emission, gluon fragmentation, and even aon-
perturbativa effects. Utile some of the parameters 
of the models can be fixed by comparison with low 
energy data, uncertainties must arise for example 
in the parameterization of gluon fragmentation which 
Is not observed at low energies. Assumptions must be 
made about the energy dependence of each of the param
eters, and then comparisons can be made at high energy 
to extract for example the probability of perturbative 
gluon emission from three jet .event rates. Often, 
however uncertainties in fragmentation phenomena make 
it difficult to separate the genuine properties of QCD 
from the details of the Konte Carlo model. 

To test OCD in a clean way. It la desirable to 
find quantities which are as insensitive as possible 
to details of the fragmentation process and yet are 
still calculable within the framework of the theory. 
To avoid singularities in QCD, It is Important to 
choose observables which are insensitive to the pro
duction of soft gluone or gluons which are celllnear or 
antlcollinear with a quark. These types of observables 
should also bs less sensitive to fragmentation effects. 

Several authors19 have suggested measurements 
which have the desired properties. The energy weighted 
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angular distribution or "antenna" patten eliminates 
the soft gluon singularity because of the energy 
weighting. Also, when the'energy Is collected In 
finite eleaants of solid angle. It Is Included re
gardless of whether it originated fro*, a gluon ox a 
quark and In this case, colltnear gluon emission has 
no effect. The main features of this cross section 
are two lobes of energy due to the primary quark anti-
quark pair. The minima between the lobes sra sensi
tive to gluon radiation and could be uaed Co determine 
its probability and hence the atrong coupling constant. 
However, these minima are also filled In by quark 
fragmentation, the only difference being a An ^ 
behavior for the gluon effect and a l//a dependence 
for fragmentation effects. Thresholds due to heavy 
meson production will also change the energy observed 
near the minima and untangling all of these effects 
Is difficult, A second measurement, the energy-
energy correlation, requires the measurement of cor
relations between ceo energy deposits Into solid 
angles d|) and dii'. The two elements of solid angle 
are specified by four angles ($,$,6',*'). Usually 
the cross section Is integrated over the angles 
leaving fixed the relative angle X between dfl and dfl'. 
This cross section can be evaluated In QCD and neglec
ting fragmentation effects has the farm 

1 d 2£ _ JKD. , 1 /do dq\ 

+ 5Hx) -j|j (cosx+cosfcoee1) • 
The functions.*'and 3> are known and are proportional 
to the atrong coupling constant a . The most Inter
esting feature of this measurement was originally 
thought to be the aeynnetry 

TOPOLOGY £ - E CORRELRTMN 

*<*> - d e m V x ( - X) it, (X) deeax 
since for a qq Initial state, fragmentation contribu
tions do not change 3»(x)- Since ve* and aj contain 
asymmetric pieces proportional to e # it was thought 
that this would provide a fragmentation independent 
measure of o 8 . The reason this is not tree waa pointed 
out recently by the MASK II collaboration 2 0 and U 
illustrated in Fig. 32. while the qq topology has 
symmetric fragmentation contributions, the qqg Initial 
state has both an asymmetry m the energy-energy cor
relations of the pnrtons and an asvmetric fragmenta
tion contribution. Both of these terms will bs pro
portional to o g . The nonperturbstlve contributions 
must be estimated by Monte Carlo sod limit the preci
sion with which the strong coupling constant can be 
determined. 

— «3 

J 
—43 
—frojmeiiation 

HO ASYMMETRY 

« Q 

Pig. 32. Topology and contrUnn 
energy-energy correlations for <j«, 
qqe partons. The solid lines are tnt 
partes contributions snd the dashed lines 
Indicate the effects of fragmentation. 

The data taken by the MARK II collaboration are 
shown in Pig. 33. In determining the value of a. the 
three partem fragmentation contribution was assumed 
to be of the f e n 

A. 
n — j- for x < 90° 
" /a sla 3x 

and a^|(l+cosx)//it for x > 90* welch agrees well 
with the Monte Carlo simulation. The coefficient A, 
is a free parameter of the fit. An additional tern 

* „ / • ! aln'x 
la used to parameterize fragmentation contributions 
from qq events. The result of the fit la 

a s - 0.1»± 0.02 ±0.03 
Ag - (0.7 i 0.2) CeV 
A, • (2.6 ±0.5) CeV . 

4 
H*°-' r 

0.01 

• • 

, ,—r- ! ( . . . . 
- •— 00**49 *••». 

[ 
a 

ntlxl 
Fig, 33. HABK II energy-energy corre
lations as a function of coax. The 
solid curve Is the QCD prediction plus 
nonperturbatlvc contributions. 
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Fragmentation tarns account for =401 of the observed 
cross section near X • 90° (see Fig. 33). 

A similar analysis haa been carried out by the 
MAC collaboration. The detector la able to use 97Z 
of An calorlmetry to determine the energy flow. The 
data are sham In Fig. 34, with curves corresponding 
to the results of the fit which are 

a • 0.16 10.00610.02 
AQ * 1.2 10.08 10. IS GeV 
Aj • I.S ±0.2 1 0.4 GeV . 

The agreement between the experiments using this 
technique to measure a is good aa Is the agreement 
with previous measurements near 30 GeV using for 
example the fraction of observed three jet events. 
What we have learned in the past year however is chat 
the fragmentation corrections to the asymmetric part 
of che energy flow are important and are the major 
contributors to the systematic errors on a , Without 
Chens contributions, the asynetry would have measured 
ciI Hireetly, Since the a Byrne try Is not a fragmenta
tion free measure of o g, it Is more relevant to look 
at the double energy cross section directly. As can 
be seen from Figs. 33 and 34, QCD together with the 
qqg fragmentation contribution fit the data quite 
well. While the fragmentation sensitivity is somewhat 
disappointing, It does not lead to larger aystenatlc 
errors in a than chose of previous measurements. 

ft* . • -

point 3 a l^'quarke* 3* «£%c*l*rsj 

i r = — 
0J3 C£C 

Fig. 34. MAC energy-energy correlations 
showing the QCDi qq fragmentation and 
qq<g fragmentation concrlbtitloiis. 

IK. TOTAL IUW100IC CROSS SECTION 

While the previous measurement has mainly theore
tical problems barring its use aa a measure of the 
strong coupling constant, the coral cross section haa 
mainly experimental uncertainties. Many authors have 
pointed out that a high accuracy measurement of the 
total cross section is a clean test of QCD. The ratio 
of the hsdronic cross section to the point cross sec
tion Is 

(•*^0M • 
The coefHclent C 2 Is known to be small, and negleotlng 
the possibility of fundamental acalars, at 29 GeV we 
would hacve 

•pgn - 3.*7{l + -"•• , . , ) ar 3.9 , 

so that we need to detect a OR of -0.2. While neat 
experiments currently have statistical errore of 
approximately 0.05, the systematic error* ere between 
0.25 and 0.14. 

The MAC group has used their full solid angle 
(-*47Z of 4n) to measure R and have found 

R - 3.93 S 0.04 1 0.12 ± 0.12 

where the errore are jtaciocica.'., syacematic, and 
systematic due ce unknown htghsi than a radiatlva 
corrections. Hast previous measurements of R have 
used smaller aeeeptancas and hance have Increased sys
tematic errors due to larger acceptance corrections. 
However they have smaller artors in the contributions 
from uncertainties in the edges of the acceptance and 
from radiative corrections. The MAC group has used 
the same data restricting the. sample to those events 
vhere che thrust axis lies in the polar angle range 
of 5S°-125° to determine 

K - 3.97 t 0.09 1 0,1.0 t 0.10 . 

The HARK II group has also measured this cross section 
and finds 

H • 3.90 1 0.01 S 0.23 . 

lower energy measurements using the same apparatus 
gave 

E • 3.90 5 0.02*0.25 at 5.2 OeV 
and 

a - 3.9* 2 0.05*0.25 at 6.3 0e? . 

The relative systematic* between the lev and high 
energy data are 5X. 

Unfortunately it Is difficult Co reduce the sys
tematic errors since they ere the sua of many different 
contributions; two photon events, T pair production, 
radiative correction uncertainties, effect* of analyala 
cuts on multiplicity and event topologies, backgrounds, 
fiducial cuts, quark mass effects, residual charm and 
bottom threshold effects, weak correctiona, etc. It 
is difficult to see how the sun of all of effects could 
be made small compared to the totel QCD affect of only 
51. This problem is net solved by going to higher 
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energies since at higher energies (-30 OeV) the effects 
of QCD end weak neutral currant corrections can be 
comparable) 

XII. SDMttKX 
A brief review has been given of the physics 

vhicb has been done at PEP with particular emphasis 
on dace obtained In the past year. Teste of QED show 
no evidence for noapointUke behavior of the leptons 
or for contributions from susiva lepcona. Teats of 
the weak couplings of the leptons are In agreement 
with the standard unified weak and electromagnetic 
model. The five prang branching ratio of the i lepton 
has been shorn to be email and cannot account for 
alssing T decay modes. Teats of T universality have 
been Improved both by high accuracy measurements of 
T pair production and increasingly accurate measure
ments of the T lifetime. Scale violation effects have 
been found to be consistent with a A parameter of 
200 ftaV although it has become clear that the detalla 
of nonperturbatlve effects and charm fragmentation 
are Important In this analysis. The charm fragmenta
tion function has been matured using the production 
of D*'a and first attempts to measure the bottom 
fragmentation function Indicate that It ilk* Chan 
Is peaked at high a. Searches for teats of QCD which 
are less dependent on fragmentation models than three 
Jet messures have found that energy-energy correla
tions are also affected by fragmentation corrections. 
Mills the asymmetry in the energy correlations cannot 
be used to measure a, directly, a fit to the shape of 
the correlations yielo» s value of txB in agreement 
vith other sjsaaurenenta. The total hadronlc cross 
section has also been measured. It mould provide a 
good teat of QCD, but at present, systematic errors 
are comparable to the expected effect. 
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